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Abstract 
Abhyankar, S.S. and S.B. Joshi, Generalized rodeletive correspondence between multi- 
tableaux and multimonomials, Discrete Mathematics 93 (1991) 1-17. 
In the third volume of his book on the art of computer programming, Knuth has refined a 
sorting procedure originated by Robinson and Schensted. By employing a modification of this 
procedure, in this paper we show that the Straightening Law of Doubilet-Rota-Stein is not 
valid in the case of ‘higher dimeusional’ matrices. In greater detail: IIn the classical 
two-dimensional case, the said Law says that the standard monomials in the minors of a 
(rectangular) matrix X, which correspond to standard bitableaux, form a vector space basis of 
the polynomial ring K[X] in the indeterminate ntries of X over the coefficient field K. Now we 
may ask what happens to this when we consider ‘higher dimensional’ matrices by using cubical, 
4-way, . . . , q-way determinants which were already introduced by Cayley in 1843. In the 
present paper, as a consequence of the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence, we show 
that, for 4 > 2, the standard monomials in the multiminors of the multimatrix X do not span 
the polynomial ring K[X]; in a forthcoming paper it will be shown that they are linearly 
independent over K. 
1. Iutroductiola 
Let X be an m( 1) by m(2) matrix whose entries Xii are independent 
indeterminates over a field K and let K[X] be the ring of polynomials in these 
m(l)m(2) indeterminates. A p by p minor of X can be represented by the row 
indices 
1 S t4(1,1) <a& 2) < l l l <a& p) s m(l) 
and the column indices 
1 S a(2, 1) < a(2,2) C l l - < a(2, p) s m(2). 
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Such a pair of strictly incre.asing sequences of positive integers of same (finite) 
length may be called a bivector whose length is p and which is bounded by 
m = (m(I), m(2)); such a bivector may be denoted as n = a(k, i)1sks2,1sisp; if a’ 
is another bivector whose length is p’ and which is bounded by m then we write 
CL < 6~’ to mean that p “p’ and a(k, i) <a’@, i) for k = 1,2 and i = 1,2, . . . , p’. 
A Young bitableau T bounded by m, i.e., a finite sequence of bivectors bounded 
by m, can be made to correspond to the product of the corresponding minGas of 
X, i.e., to a certain monomial in the minors of X. This monomial is said to be 
standard if the bitableau T is standard, i.e., if T is a finite nondecreasigg sequence 
of bivectors. Then we have the Standard Basis Theorem, which says that the set 
of standard monomials in the minors of X, corresponding to standard bitableaux 
bounded by m, gives a K-vector-space-basis of K[X]. The said Standard Basis 
Theorem was first proved by Doubilet, Rota and Stein [9] where they call it the 
Straightening Law. This law has proved to be of much significance in some aspects 
of Algebraic Geometry and Invariant Theory. Some other proofs of this law may 
be found in Abhyankar [3], Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4], Abhyankar and 
Ghorpade [6], Deconcini, Eisenbud and Procesi [7] and Desarmenian, Kung and 
Rota [8]. The proof of the Straightening Law in Abhyankar [3] is based on the 
fact that stab(2, m, p, a, V) and mon(2, m, p, a, V) have the same cardinality, 
where, for any positive integer V, by stab(2, m, p, a, V) we denote a certain finite 
set of standard bitableaux determined by HZ, a, V, and by mon(2, m, p, a, V) we 
denote the exponent system of a certain finite set of ‘indexed’ monomials in the 
m(l)m(2) indeterminates Xii determined by m, a, V. The fact that 
stab(2, m, p, a, V) and mon(2, m, p, a, V) have the same cardinality was proved 
in Theorem 9.9 of Abhyankar [3] by enumeration, and in Remark 9.10 of 
Abhyankar [3] it was suggested that a bijective proof of this be found; such a 
bijective proof has now been given in Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4]. It may be 
noted that [l] is a precu: sor of [3] whereas [2] provides a summary of [3]. 
TO generalize the above matter to higher dimensions, let us consider a 
multimatrix X of any dimension 4 and size m = (m(l), m(2), . . . , m(q)), i.e., a 
higher dimensional matrix 
X = (Xr(lj ,..., r(q~)~+k)sm(k) for k = 1, 2, . . . , q 
whose entries constitute a system of m(l)m(2) l l l m(q) independent indetermin- 
ates over a field K and let K[X] be the ring of polynomials in these 
indeterminares. Now a multiminor of size p of X can be represented by a 
multivector Q of width 4 whose length is p and which is bounded by m, i.e. 7 by a 
multisequence of positive integers a(k, i) l~k~q,l~i~~ such that a(k, i) < a(k, i + 1) 
for k=1,2 ,..., q and i=1,2 ,... ,p-1 and a(k,p)<m(k) for k= 
1,2,. . . , q; if a’ is another multivector of width q whose length is p’ and which is 
bounded by m then we write a 6 a’ to mean that p ap’ and a(k, i) G a’(k, i) for 
k = 1,2, . . . , q and i = 1,2, . . . , p’. Correspondingly, a monomial in the multi- 
minors of the multimatrix X can be represented by a tableau T of width 4 
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bounded by m, by which we mean a finite sequence T[l], T[2], . . . , T[d] of 
multivectors of width q which are bounded by m; the tableau T is said to be 
standard if T[l] s T[2] s l l l G T[d]. For any positive integer V, by 
stab(q, .EZ, p, a, V) we denote a certain finite set of standard multitableaux 
determined by q, m, a, V, and by mon(q, nl, p, a, V) we denote the exponent 
system of a certain finite set of ‘indexed’ monomials in the m(l)m(2) l l l m(q) 
ideterminates &I),~(z),...,~(~) determined by q, m, a, V. Detailed definitions of 
the sets stab@, m, p, a, V) and mon(q, m, p, a, V) are given in Section 2 of 
Abhyankar [3]. 
As said above, in Theorem 9.9 of Abhyankar [3] it was proved that, in case of 
q = 2, the two sets stab(q, m, p, a, V) and mon(q, m, p, a, V) have the same 
cardinality. Moreover, in the general case, in Problem 8.42 of Abhyankar [3] it 
was asked as to for what values of q the two sets stab& m, p, a, V) and 
mon(q, m, p, a, V) have the same cardinality. One aim of this paper is to 
establish a certain correspondence from the set stab(q, m, p, a, V) to the set 
mon(q, m, p, a, V) for any positive integer q; it will turn out that this correspon- 
dence is surjective but not injective for q = 1, bijective for q = 2, and injective 
but not surjective for q > 2. The said correspondence is obtained by generalizing 
the RSK correspondence, i.e., the correspondence given by Robinson [ll], 
Schensted [12] and Knuth [lo]. The RSK correspondence is based on the 
procedures of inserting a positive integer in a standard unitableau and deleting a 
positive integer from it. The deletion procedure described in Definition 4.1 
involves deletion along rows. For the bitableau case, this procedure coincides 
with that given in Section 9 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4], where a one-to-one 
correspondence between stab(2, m, p, a, V) and mon(2, m, p, a, V) is esta- 
blished. In a forthcoming paper [S] we shall give a variation of this procedure 
which will be called generaiited codeletion because it involves deletion along 
columns rather than rows. The generalized codeletion will set up a correspon- 
dence from a certain finite set costab(q, m, p, a, V) to another finite set 
comon(q, m, p, a, V) where these sets are analogs of the sets stab(q, m, p, a, V) 
and mon(q, m, p, a, V) respectively. 
As a consequence of the correspondence given in this paper, we shall prow 
that for dimension greater than two, the set of standard monomials in the 
multiminors of the multimatrix X, corresponding to standard multitableaux, 
although independent, (which is proved in [6]), does not span the polynomial ring 
K[X]. Another proof of this can be found in Abhyankar and Joshi [s]. 
2. Notation and terminology 
We shall use the notation and terminology introduced in parts (2.1) to (2.4) of 
Section 2 of Abhyankar [3], and also that introduced in Sections 1 and 2 of 
Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4]. 
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To introduce some further terminology, let q and r be any positive integers and 
let kl, k2, . . . , k, be any elements in [ 1, q]. NW firstly for any m E h(q), by the 
[k,, kz, . . . , k,]-th side of m we mean the unique member of Z(r) which we 
denote by [k,, k2, . . . , k,](m) and which is such that for all s E [l, r] we have 
[k,, kz, . - . 2 k,lbW = m(k,); note that if m belongs to N(q) (resp: N*(q)) then 
[k,, kz, . . . y k,l(m) belongs to N(r) (resp: N*(r)). Secondly for any a E pre(q j, 
by the [k,, k2, . . . , k,]-th side elf a we mean the unique member of pre(r) which 
we denote by [k,, k2,. . . I k,](a) and which is such that for all s E [l, r] we have 
s([k,, kz, . . . y k,](a)) = k,(a); note that then [k,, k2, . . . , k,](a) has the same 
length as a; also note that if a belongs to popre(q) (resp: vet(q), covet(q), 
acovec(q)) then [k,, k2, . . . , k,](a) belongs to popre(r) (resp: vet(r), covet(r), 
acovec(r)). Thirdly for any T E pab(q), by the [k,, k2, . . . , k,]-th side of T we 
mean the unique member of pab(r) which we denote by [k, , k2, . . . , k,](T) and 
which is such that for all s E [l, r] we have s([k,, k2, . . . , k,](T)) = k,(T); note 
that then [k,, kZ, . . . , k,](T) has the same depth as T; also note that if T belongs 
to popab(q) (resp: tab(q), stab(q)) then [k,, k2, . . . , k,](T) belongs to popab(r) 
(resp: tab(r), stab(r)). 
3. Monomials and lexical vectors 
Let there be fixed any q E fV* and k E [l, q]. 
DeiWioril 3.1. By lem(q, k) we denote the set of all w E popre(q) such that 
k(w) E covet(1) and such that if for some i E [l, len(w) - l] we have w(k, i) = 
w(k, i + 1) then for that i the (q - l)-tuple (~(1, i), . . . , w(k - 1, i), w(k + 
1, i), . . . , w(q, i)) is lexicographically 3 the (q - 1)-tuple (~(1, i + 
l), . . . , w(k - 1, i + l), w(k + 1, i + l), . . . , w(q, i + l)), and we remark that a 
member of lem(q, k) may be called a lexical multivector of width q and type k; 
(note that the above lexicographic inequality 2 means that either w(k’, i) = 
w(k’, i + 1) for all k’ E [l, q]\(k), or for some i E [l, q]\(k) we have w(i, i) > 
w(j, i + 1) and w(k’, i) = w(k’, i + 1) for all k’ E [l, i - l]\(k)). Given any 
m E N*(q) we put 
lem(q, k, m) = {w E lem(q, k): w s m} 
and we note that for each t E mon(q, m) there exists a unique element 
les[q, k, m](t) in lem(q, k, m) such that 
mos[les[q, k, m](t), m] = t 
and we remark that les[q, k, m](t) may be called the lexical associate of 
(q, k, m, t), and we note that this gives the bi’ective map 
les[q, k, m] : mon(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m). 
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By slem(q, k) we denote the set of all w E popre(q) such that k(w) E covet(1) and 
such that if for some i E [l, len(w) - I] we have w(k, i) = w(k, r’ •t 1) then for that 
i and every k’ E [l, q]\(k) we have wjk’, i) 2 w(k’, i + l), and we remark that a 
member of slem(q, k) may be called a special lexical multivector of width q and 
type k. By vslem(q, k) we denote the set of all w E popre(q) such that 
k(w) E covec( 1) and such that if for some i E [l, len(w) - l] and some k’ E [ 1, q]\ 
{k} we have w(k’, i) c w(k’, i + 1) then for that i and every k” E [l, q] we have 
w(k”, i) c w(k”, i + l), and we remark that a member of vslem(q, k) may be 
called a very special lexical multivector of width q and type k, and we note that 
clearly 
vslem(q, k) c slem(q, k) c lem(q, k). (3.1.1) 
For every m E N*(q) we put 
slem(q, k, rn) = {w E slem(q, k): w s m} 
and 
vslem(q, k, m) = {w E vslem(q, k): w s m) 
and we note that clearly 
vslem(q, k, m) c slem(q, k, m) c lem(q, k m). (3.1.2) 
Note that obviously 
for q = 1 we have k = 1 and 
vslem(q, k) = slem(q, k) = lem(q, k) = covet(1). 
(3.1.3) 
and 
for q = 2 upon letting k’ = 1 or 2 according as k = 2 or 1 we have 
vslem(q, k) = slem(q, k) = lem(q, k) = leb(k’). (3.1.4) 
where leb(k’) is as in Definition 7.1 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4]. 
Definition 3.2. Given any m E N*(q), firstly for every V E N we put 
lem[q, kj m, V] = (w E !em(q, k, ,m): lea(w) = V) 
and 
vslem[q, k, m, V] = (w E vslem(q, k, m): len(w) = V} 
and secondly for every p E N we put 
lem(q, k, m, p) = {w E lem(q, k: m): Ww) s P > 
and 
vslem(q, k, m, p) = (w E vslem(q, k, m): inc(w) e p} 
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For every p E III we have that the bijective map les[q, k, m] : mon(q, m)-, 
iem(q, k, m) induces a bijective map 
mon(q, m, p) ---) lem(q, k m, p). (3.52) 
For every p E RJ and every V E f$J we have that the bijective map 
les[q, k, m] : mon(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) induces a bijective map 
mon[q, m, p, VI+ lem[q, k m, p, V]. (3.5.3) 
For every p E fW and a E vec(q, m, p) we have that the bijective map 
les[q, k, m] : mon(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) induces a bijective map 
mon(q, m, p, a)+lem(q, k, m, p, a). (3.54) 
For every V E N and p E N and a E vec(q, m, p) we have that the bijective map 
les[q, k, m] : mon(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) induces a bijective map 
mon(q, m, p, a, V)+ Wq, k m, p, a, V). (3.55) 
Proof. The assertion follows by noting that for every { E mon(q, m), upon letting 
w = les[q, k, m](t), we have abs(t) = len(w) and ind(supp(t)) = inc(w) and 
supp(t) = Y(q, m, w) where Y(q, m, w) is as in (3.2.1). Cl 
4. Generalized rodeletion of tableaux 
Let there be fixed any q E RJ* and k E [l, q]. 
Definition 4.1. In Definition 7.1 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] a subset leb(2) of 
popre(2) is defined and in Definition 9.3 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] a map 
RD2: stab(2)+ leb(2) is defineci such that for every T E stab(2) we have that 
l(RD2( T)) is the unique member of covec( 1) which has the same content as l(T), 
i.e., for which con[l(RD,(T))] = con(l(T)). Now in view of (3.1.4) we have that, 
given any T E stab(q), there exists a unique w E slem(q, k) such that k(w) is the 
unique member of covet(1) which has the same content as k(T), and such that 
for every k’ E [l, q]\(k) we have [k, k’](w) = RD,([k, k’](T)), and we remark 
that w may be called the generalized rodeletion of (q, k, T). Now by (3.1.1) we 
have slem(q, k) c lem(q, k), and hence we get a map 
GRD,,k : stab(q)- lem(q, k) 
whereby for every T E stab(q) we define GRD&T) to be the generalized 
rodeletion of (q, k, T). 
Lemma 4.2. For every T E stab(q), upon letting w = GRDJ T), we have 
con(T) = con[w] and are(T) = len( w). 
roof. Qbvious. Cl 
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Lemma 4.3. For every T E stab(q), upon letting w = GRD,,,(T), we have 
w E vslem(q, k). 
Proof. From what we have said in Definition 4.1 it follows that w E slem(q, k). 
Also obviously vslem(q, k) coincides with the set of all w E slem(q, k) such that if 
for some i E [1, len(w) - 1] and some k’ E [l, q]\(k) we have w(k’, i) c w(k’, i + 
1) then for that i and every k” E [1, q]\{k, k’} we have w(k”, i) c w(k”, i + 1). 
Therefore it is enough to prove that if there exists i E [l, len( w) - l] and 
k’ E [I, q]W such that w(k’, i)< w(k’, i + 1) then for that i and every 
k” E [l, q]\{k, k’} we have w(k”, i) < w(k”, i + 1). Upon letting U’ = [k, k’](T) 
and U” = [k, k”](T), using Definition 9.2 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] we get 
the sequences RDQ(2, U’) and RDQ(2, U’). Upon letting B’ = RDQ(2, U’) and 
B” = RDQ(2, U’) and V = are(T), we have B’ = B’(i)oSiSv with B’(i) E stib[2, i] 
for all i E [0, V] such that B’(V) = U’ and B’(i - 1) = RO(2, B’(i)) for all 
i E [l, V], and B” = B”(QOSiSV with B’(i) E stib[2, i] for all i E [0, V] such that 
B”(V) = u” and B’(i - 1) = RO(2, B’(i)) for all i E [l, V]. Now l(B’(V)) = 
l(B’(V)). Hence ROG(2, B’(i)) = ROG(2, B’(i)) for every i E [l, V]. Now by 
Lemma 4.2 we have len(w) = V. Upon letting s(i) = ROG(2, B’(i)) for every 
i E [ 1; V], by Lemma 6.4 of Abhyankar and Kulkami [4], we see that for every 
i E [I, V - l] we have w(k’, i) < w(k’, i + 1) if and only if s(i) as(i + 1) if and 
only if w(k’, i) < w(k”, i + 1). Thus w E vslem(q, k). Cl 
Theorem 4.4. The map 
GRD,,k : stab(q) + lem(q, k) 
zk surjective but not injective for q = 1, bijective for q = 2, and injective but not 
surjective for q > 2. 
Proof. For q = 1, by (3.1.3) and Definition 4.1 it is easy to see that the map 
GRD,k: stab(q)* lem(q, k) is surjective but not injective. For q = 2, upon 
letting k’ = f or 2 according as k = 2 or 1, by (3.1.4) we have lem(q, k) = leb(k’), 
and by Definition 4.1 it is clear that GRDJ T) = RD& T) for every T E stab(2), 
and hence by Theorem 9.7 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4], the map 
GRD,I,: stab(q)+ lem(q, k) is bijective. 
Assuming q > 2 we shall show that the map GRD,,k is injective but not 
surjective. So let there be given any T and T’ in stab(q) such that T # T’. Clearly 
we can find I? ~[l, q]\(k) such that [k, k’](T) # [k, k’](T’), and hence by 
Theorem 9.7 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] we have RD,([k, k’](T)) fi 
RD,([k k’]( T’)); now in view of Definition 4.1 it follows that GRDJT) # 
GRDJT’). Therefore the map GRDq,k is injective. Since q > 2, by (3.3.1) v:c 
have vslem(q, k) s lem(q, k) and by Lemma 4.3, the image of the map GRDq,k is 
contained in vslem(q, k). Therefore the map GRD,,k is not surjective. 0 
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Lemma 4.5. For every m E N*(q) and T E stab(q, m) we have GRD,,,(T) E 
vslem(q, k, m). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. El 
De&r&m 4.6. Given any m E N*(q), in view of Lemma 4.2 we get a map 
GRD*,R,~ : stab(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) 
by putting GRD4,k,, (T) = GRD& T) for all T E stab(q, m). 
Lemma 4.7. Given any m E N*(q) and T E stab(q, m), upon letting w = 
GRD,k,,( T), we have 
con(T) = con[ w] and are(T) = len( w). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.2. El 
Lemma 4.8. Let q = 1. Given any m E N*(l) such that m(1) > 1, and any integer 
V > 1, we have that the map GRD9,k,, induces a map 
stib(1, I;Z, V)- lem[q, k, m, V] 
which is surjective but not injective. 
Proof. In view of Definition 4.1, the assertion follows from Theorem 4.4 and 
Lemma 4.7. Cl 
Lemma 4.9. Assume that q > 2 and let there be given any m E N*(q). Then we 
have the following: 
The map 
GRQ#,&,?n : stab(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) 
is injective and its image is contained in vslem(q, k, m). (4.9.1) 
For every V E N, the map GRDa,k,m :stab(q, m)+ lem(q, k, m) induces an 
injective map 
stib(q, m, V)* vslem[q, k, m, V]. (4.9.2) 
For every p E N, we have that the map GRD4,k,,: stab(q, m)* lem(q, k, m) 
induces an injective map 
stab(q, m, p)* vslem(q, k, m, p). (4.9.3) 
For every p E N and every V E N, we have that the map GRDq,k,V, : stab(q, m)-+ 
lem(q, k, m) irA cWuces a.n unjective map 
stab[q, m p, VI-+ vslem[q, k, m, p, V]- (4.9.4) 
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For every p E N and a E vec(q, m, p), we have that the map 
GRQ,k,, : stab(q, m) * lenm(q, k, m) induces an injective map 
stab@, w p, a)+ vslem(q, k, m, p, a). (4.9.5) 
For every p E N and a E vec(q, m, p) and V E tW, we have that the map 
GRD4,k,, : stab(q, m)-, lem(q, k, m) induces an injective map 
stab(q, m, p, a, V-a vslem(q, k, m, p, a, V). (4.9.6) 
Proof. (4.9.1) follows from Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. (4.9.2) follows from 
(4.9.1) and Lemma 4.7. To prove (4.9.3) to (4.9.6), let there be given any p E N. 
Since q > 2, we can find k’ E [l, q]\(k). Given any T E stab(q, m, p), let 
w = GRD,,,,,(T), U = [k, k’](T), n = [k, k’](m) and v = [k, k’](w). Now ob- 
viously U E stab(2, n, p) and since v = RD,(U), by Theorems 8.13 and 9.11 of 
Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] we have inc(v) = len([ U, l]), and therefore inc(v) < 
p. Since inc(w) s inc(v), it follows that inc(w) up. Hence using (4.9.1) we get 
(4.9.3). (4.9.4) follows from (4.9.2) and (4.9.3). 
Now let there be given any a E vec(q, m, p) and k’ E [l, q]\(k). Assume that 
T E stab(q, m, p, a), and let w, U, n and v be as above. Then upon letting 
b = [k, k’](a), we see that U E stab(2, n, p, b). Since v = &D*(U), by Theorems 
8.13 and 9.11 of Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4] we have [U, l] = veg(v). Therefore 
it follows that for all k’ E [ 1,2] and i E [ 1, len(b)] we have ind( { y E Y(2, n, v): 
y(k”) < b(k”, i)}) < i where Y(2, n, v) is obtained by changing (q, m, w) to 
(2, n, v) in the definition of Y(q, m, w) given in (3.2.1). Consequently for all 
i E [l, len(a)] we have that ind({ y E Y(q, m, w): y(k) =C a(k, i)}) < i and ind({ y E 
Y(q, m, w): y(k’) < a(k’, i)}) < i where Y(q, m, w) is as in (3.2.1). Hence by 
using (4.9.1) and (4.9.3) we get (4.9.5). Finally (4.9.6) follows from (49.2) and 
(4.9.5). cl 
5. Monomials and t&le;;iux 
Let there be fixed any q E RJ* and k E [l, q]. 
Definition 5.1. Given any m E N*(q), in view of Definitions 3.1 and 4.1, we get a 
map 
GMRDq,k,, : stab(q, m) --, mon(q, m) 
by putting 
GMRD q.k.,,,(T) = mos]GRD,,k,,,,(T), ml 
for all T E stab(q, m), and we remark that GMRD,,k.,,( T) may be called the 
generalized monomial rodeletion of (q, k, m, T). 
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Theorem 5.2. Let q = 1. Given any m E W(1) such that m(l) > 1, the map 
GMRD,,k,,:stab(l, m)+mon(l, m) 
is surj&ive but not injecCve. 
Proof. In view of the bijection between mon(q, m) and lem(q, k, m), which was 
noted in Definition 3.1, the assertion follows from Theorem 4.4. Cl 
Theorem 5.3. Let q = 1. Given any m E N*(l) such that m(1) > 1 and any integer 
V > 1, the map GMRD4,k,, induces a map 
stib(1, m, V)+ mon[[l, m, V]] 
which is surjective but not injective. 
Proof. Follows from (3.5.1) and Lemma 4.8. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. Let q = 2. Give;! any m E N*(2), rke map 
GMRQ.k,, : stab(E, m j + mon(2, m) i 
is bijecfive. a ‘h 
‘i 
Proof. Upon letting k’ = 1 or 2 according as k = 2.or 1, it is easy to see that the 
map MRDke,, : stab(2, m)+ mon(2, m) which is defined in Definition 9.12 of 
Abhyankar and Kulkarni [4], coincides with the map GMRD9,k,, : stab(2, m)+ 
mon(2, m). Therefore the assertion follows by Theorem 9.13 of Abhyankar and 
Kulkarni [4]. El 
Having studied the map GMRD4,k,, for q = 1 and q = 2, let us investigate it 
for q > 2. 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that q > 2 and let there be given any m E N*(q) such that 
m(k,) # I+ m&2) f or some k, + k2 in [ 1, q]. Then the map 
GMRQ,k,, : stab(q, m) + mon(q, m) 
is injective but not surjective. 
Proof. In view of the bijection between mon(q, m) and Iem(q, k, m), which was 
noted in Definition 3.1, the assertion follows from (3.3.1) and (4.9.1). 3 
Theorem 5.6. Assume that q > 2 and let there be given any m E N*(q) such that 
m(k*) + 1# m(k2) f or some k, # k2 in [1, q]. Then for every integer V > 1, the 
map GMRD4,k,, induces a map 
stib(q, m, V)* mon[[q, m, V]] 
which is injective but not surjective. 
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Proof. Follows from (3.3.2), (3.5.1), and (4.9.2). 0 
Theorehmr 5.7. Assume that q > 2 and let t;lere be given any m E N*(q) such that 
m(kJ + 1# m(kJ f or some k, # k2 in [i , q] and let there be given any positive 
integer p. Then we have the following: 
The map GMRDq,k,, induces a map 
(5.7.1) 
(57.2) 
stab(q, m, p)-, mon(q, m, p) 
which is injective but not surjective. 
For every integer V > 1, the map GMRDq,k,m induces a map 
stab[q, m, p, VI+ monk, m, p, V] 
which is injective but not surjective. 
Proof. (57.1) follows from (3.3.3), (3.5.2), and (4.9.3). (57.2) follows from 
(3.3.4), (3.5.3) and (4.9.4). Cl 
Theorem 5.8. Assume that q > 2 and let there be given any m E N*(q). Also let 
there be given any positive integer p and let a E vec(q, m, p) be such that 
a(k,, 1) < m(h) and a&, 1) < m(k2) f or some kl # k2 in [l, q]. Then we have the 
foIlowing : 
The map GMRDq,k,, induces a map 
stab(q, m, p, a) +mon(q, m, p, a) 
which is injective but not surjective. 
For every integer V > 1, the map GMRDq,k,m induces a map 
(5.8.1) 
stab(q, m, p, a, v) + mon(q, m, p, a, v) 
which is injective but not surjective. (5.8.2) 
Proof. (5.8.1) follows from (3.4.1), (3.5.4), and (4.9.5). (5.8.2) follows from 
(3.4.2), (3.5.5) and (4.9.6). 0 
6. Applications 
Throughout this section let there be fixed any integer q 3 2, arry m E t%* (q ). 
and any field R. We shall now review some of the definitions about multimatrices, 
their multiminors and monomials in multiminors from Section 3 of Abhyankar 
and Ghorpade [6]. 
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By mul(R, q, m) we denote the set of all maps from cub(q, cn) to R; we note 
that a member of mul(R, q, m) may be called a q-dimensional multimatrix of size 
m with entries in R. For every p E N, by scub(q, p) we denote the set of all 
r E Z(q) such that r(k) E [l, p1 for all k E [l, q]; we call scub(q, p) the q- 
dimensional positive integral cube of span p. Given any p E N and a E 
popre(q, m, p) and r E scub(q, p), we get the unique induced member r[a] E 
cub(q, m) by putting r[a](k) = a(k, r(k)) f or all k E [ 1, q]. Given any p E N, by 
smul(R, q, p) we denote the set of all maps from scub(q, p) to R and we remark 
that a member of smul(R, q, p) may be called a q-dimensional symmetric 
multimatrix of span p with entries in R and we put smul(R, q) = the disjoint union 
of smul(R, q, p) as p ranges over IV. Given any X E mul(R, q, m) and p E N and 
G? Epopre(q, m, p), we get the unique member sul(X, a) E smul(R, q, p) by 
putting sul(X, a)(r) = X(r[a]) f OI all r E scub(q, p); sul(X, a) may be called the 
ath multisubmatrix of X. 
Given any map M:smul(Ri q)+ R and any X in mul(R, q, m), we get the 
induced map M[X] : popab(q, m)+ R by putting 
M[Xl(~ I= n M(sul(X, T[e])) for all T E popab(q, m) 
ee[l,dep(T)j 
and we get the induced map M[X, stab] :stab(q, m)+ R by putting 
M[X, stab](T) = M[X](T) for all T E stab(q, m), 
and for every V E N we get the induced map M[X, stib, V]: stib(q, m, V)+ R by 
putting 
M[X, stib, V](T) = M[X](T) for all T E stib(q, m, V). 
We note that if q = 2 and M = det then M(sul(X, a)) and M[X](T) may be called 
the minor of X corresponding to a and the monomial in minors of X 
corresponding to T respectively. In the general case, M(sul(X, a)) and M[X](T) 
may be thought of as the multiminor of X corresponding to M and a, and the 
monomial in multiminors of X corresponding to M and T, respectively. 
Given any subfield K of R and given any X in mul(R, q, m), we say that X is 
indeterminish over K if the m( l)m(2) l l l m(q) elements X(r), as r ranges over 
cub(q, m), are independent indeterminates over M, and then by K[X] we denote 
the ring of polynomials in these m(l)m(2) 9 l l m(q) indeterminates with 
coefficients in K. We note that we have the direct sum representation K[X] = 
LN K[X], where K[X], = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V 
in the m(l)m(2) l l l m(q) indeterminates X(r), together with the zero polyno- 
mial, and we put K(X) = the quotient field of K[X] in R. 
Similarly, given any subfield K of R and given any p in N and x in 
smul(R, q, p), we say that x is indeterminish over K if the pQ elements x(r), as r 
ranges over scub(q, p), are independent indeterminates over K, and by K[x] we 
denote the ring of polynomials in these p” indeterminates with coefficients in K 
and we note that we have the direct sum representation K[x] = EVEN K[x], 
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where K[x], = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in the pq 
indeterminates X(r), together with the zero polynomial, and we note that for 
every j E [1, p] we have the direct sum decomposition K[x] = CvErm K[x, j]” where 
K[& jlv = the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree V in the pq-I 
indeterminates x(r), where r ranges over all members of scub(q, p) for which 
r(1) = j, with coefficients which are polynomials in the remaining (p - l)pq-i 
indeterminates, together with the zero polynomial, and finally we put K(x) = the 
quotient field of K[x] in R. 
Given a map M: smul(R, q)+ R, we say that A4 is determinantkh if we have 
the following: (1) If p in N and x*, x, x’ in smul(R, q, p) and z in R and k in 
[l, q] and i in [l, m(k)] are such that x*(r) =X(T) =X’(T) for all r in scub(q, p) for 
which r(k) # i, and x*(r) =X(T) + 2x’(r) for all r in scub(q, p) for which r(k) = i, 
then M(x*) = M(x) + zM(x’). (2) If p in N and x in smul(R, q, p) and k in [l, q] 
and i #j in [l, m(k)] are such that x(r) =X(S) for all r and s in scub(q, p) for 
which r(1) = s(l), . . . , r(k - 1) = s(k - l), r(k) = i, s(k) = j, r(k + 1) = s(k + 
I), l ’ l 9 r(q) = s(q), then M(x) = 0. (3) If p in tW and x E smul(R, q, p) are sir& 
that x is indeterminish over a subfield K of R, then 0 + M(x) E K[x],.,. (4) In the 
situation of (3) we have that, if g : K[x]+ R is any K-homomorphism then 
g(W)) = M&x)) where g( x ) E smul(R, q, p) is defined by saying that g(x)(r) = 
g&(r)) for all r E scub(q, p). (5) In the situation of (3), for every j E [l, p] we 
have 0 #M(x) E K[x, ill. Note that in the case of q = 2, the usual determinant 
clearly gives a determinantish map. 
Henceforth in this section let M : smul(R, q)+ R be a map, let K be a subfield 
of R, and let X E mul(R, q, m) be indeterminish over K. 
The following theorem, which says that the set of standard monomials in the 
multiminors of the multimatrix X, corresponding to standard multitableaux 
bounded by m, is linearly independent 
and Ghorpade [6]. 
TheoFern 6.1. If M is a determinantish 
K(X), then we have the following: 
For every V E N we have that the map 
over K, is proved in (3.6.1) of Abhyankar 
map and R contains an indeterminate over 
(6.1.1) 
M[X, stib, V] : stib(q, m, V)-, R 
is K-independent and its image is contained in K[X],. 
We have that the map 
M[X, stab] :stab(q, m)+ R 
is K-independent and its image is contained in K[X]. (6.1.2) 
The following theorem, which says that for q = 2, the set of standard 
monomials in the minors of the matrix X, corresponding to standard bitableaux 
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bounded by m, gives a K-vector-space-basis of K[X], is proved in Theorem 20.3 
of Abhyankar [3] and in (4.3) of Abhyankar and Ghorpatic [6]. 
StanBard Basis Theorem 6.2. Zf q = 2 and M(x) = det x for all x E smul(R, q), 
then we have the following: 
For every V E N we have that M[X, stib, V] is a K-basis of K[X],. (6.2.1) 
We have that M[X, stab] is a K-basis of K[X]. (6.2.2) 
In Theorem 6.3, we will prove that for dimension greater than two, the set of 
standard monomials in the multiminors of the multimatrix X, corresponding to 
standard multitableaux bounded by m, does not span K[X]. 
Theorem 6.3. Assume that q >2 and m(k*) f 1 +m(k2) for some kl # k2 in 
[I, q]. Also assume that M is a determinantish map and R contains an 
indeterminate over K(X). Then we have the following: 
For any integer V > 1 we have that the map 
M[X, sti.b, V] : stib(q, m, V) + R 
is not a K-generator of K[X],. (6.3.1) 
We have that the map 
M[X, Ftab] :stab(q, m)+ R 
is not a K-generator of K[X]. (6.3.2) 
Proof. (6.3.1) follows from Theorem 5.6. (6.3.2) follows from (6.3.1). Cl 
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